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P REFACE
This issue of Script is the sixth edited and produced entirely by students.
This is also the issue we made when the COVID-19 pandemic began. In my time as
Faculty Editor for this publication, my students and I have dealt with intense
situations, but nothing like the unthinkable events during Spring 2020. Halfway
through the semester, our in-person editorial work shifted unexpectedly into an
online learning environment. This year’s Academic Cooperative course (ENGL
2389) included 12 editors whose resilience and dedication makes me deeply
proud. While we faced the unprecedented challenges of being quarantined from
each other and our community, my students never stopped pouring passion into
this project, forging connection amidst isolation.
This is, perhaps, the darkest issue of Script I have ever seen. The writers and
artists featured in these pages grapple with grief, desire, death, and ever-shifting
perceptions of reality. It is not, however, hopeless or cynical. Script is always a
reflection of our community, and this year, I see students who are not at all in
denial about the strife and difficulty of living in this world. I see incredible bravery
and strength, people who look darkness in the face and say, Bring it. I see survival
in spite of unimaginable odds. I am grateful to our contributors, and for the
opportunity to honor their work in this incredible issue.
On behalf of the student editorial staff and the TCC South Campus
Department of English, I am proud to present the 2019-2020 issue of Script. Enjoy.

Logen Cure
Faculty Editor for Script
Tarrant County College South Campus
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Ann Vo

Fake
SHEA BROOKS
It sits on the shelf
Soaking in the sun
As if the dipshit needs it
It begs for water
Like the water would do anything
And I politely tell it to fuck off
It goes on and on about its fragrance
Compares itself to the sweetest rose
I tell the delusional moron it is made of plastic
And smells like a linoleum floor
Faker than the promises of a politician
About as real as my faith in humanity
This stupid fucking “plant”
Can’t see how useless it is
It thinks it’s hot shit
Sent straight from Eden
But it is nothing more than a
Cheap
Pointless
Plastic
Imposter
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A Day at the Library
ANN VO
Graphite pencil and charcoal on paper, 18”x24”
2

Minerva Drive
CALAN RAWL
Elise Hogdahl had the resolve to wait long enough for her son to leave for
school before unleashing a long, fluttering gasp that stripped the coat of calm she
maintained in his presence. An envelope, buried with serpentine indistinction, in a
stack of unsorted mail her son knocked over a few moments before he left, was the
source of her anxiety. Steep and long past-due, she knew it was coming, but it
slipped her mind. Easily done in times like these.
With the certainty of solitude, a single-party frenzy followed. She channeled
every mental resource as she paced around the living room in an eccentric orbit, as
chaotic as the space itself. This alternated with intermittent attempts to collect
herself. She had, after all, a few reasons to be optimistic. One of those being the art
class she was slated to teach later that day. The money was good, when it came
along. Not quite good enough, but something. Not good enough, she thought, and
such half-assurances could do little to stem the concerns that swirled around her.
Then, a moment of stillness—an inversion of the current feeling. Her cat, at
the window sill, stared longingly at the world outside. The dark blue morning sky
that permeated everything under it, including the snow, let up some, and things
began to appear as they should. Not yet, though.
“I feel you,” Elise said.
*
An unfinished sketch, one of the drafts Elise had been working on, rested on
the breakfast table. It was a grayscale scene of commuters on a bus with each of
their expressions rendered with precision. Faces with all traces of expectation
expunged from them. Still, there was something (there usually was) in her work—
that suggested something else. What that something was Elise couldn’t tell you
herself. Its figure could be taken for an angel or a griffin. Too much definition
would undermine the point.
Elise stared at the envelope again, which she had done multiple times since
its discovery. She continued to run through the options for dealing with the
problem, and the inadequacies of each solution brought her back to the source
each time. On this return, she noticed something that didn’t register earlier.
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Though addressed to her, the printed surname was Tetlow. She checked the date on
her phone. She forgot about him.
With that recollection another option came to the foreground. She scoured
the same stack of mail she stared at defeatedly a minute earlier. Not there, but at
least it was the right time for it, and she had his number. She dialed…straight to
voicemail.
“Silas, it’s me,” Elise said over the phone with the mezzo piano voice she
defaulted to when speaking to him, while the hand that wasn’t holding the phone
formed into the shape of a cup.
“I,” fermata, fumbling for the next word, “I guess you’re probably on the
Slope right now. You know what date this is, don’t you?”
An even longer pause followed, and the cup coalesced into a fist. A blink,
then a sigh.
“Anyway, just give me a call when you can, okay?” pleadingly, while she
stared at the fist that had only grown firmer. She felt the words weren’t coming out
right, with the only worse alternative being an at your convenience. No use
worrying about it at this point, she thought, and tried to find a way of bringing this
to a close.
“Ezra wants to see you,” Elise concluded in irresolute mezzo forte. She
wasn’t sure what possessed her to say that. Her son hadn’t asked about him in
months.
That phone call took a restraint she wasn’t sure she had, or at least didn’t
think she had at that moment, artful in its control. She returned to the sketch,
however much she could focus on it. The principal tool would be the eraser instead
of the pencil. Whatever that thing was, she decided it had no place in this scene.
*
The cat stared at Elise’s key ring as it dangled off the kitchen countertop.
Despite the vibration that came below from a passing mover’s truck which inched
it closer to the edge, and the cat’s seeming anticipation that it would, it did not hit
the ground.
Two cupped palms of cold water were lifted gingerly from the bathroom
sink, then released in their fullest concentration to Elise’s heavy, dark, eyelids. An
hour or so had passed since she left the voicemail. Rather than wait for a call back
that most likely wouldn’t come, she decided the time was better spent getting
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ready to leave. She closed the cabinet and caught her reflection. She saw a
resemblance to her commuters.
Elise’s phone in the other room vibrated and replaced the keyring as the
object of the cat’s attention. He Dutch-angled his head with curiosity, increasingly
exaggerated as it continued ringing. Whether Elise was aware of the call or not, it
would go unanswered. He channeled his interests elsewhere, darting down the
stairs.
Both the phone and the key ring were swooped up in a mad dash by Elise
without so much as a glance. Sporting gear that might have been appropriate for a
scientist in the Antarctic, she picked up her bag of art supplies and was now ready
to make her exit. She had the feeling that, when the house was built, its architect
did not consider the possibility of someone wearing their coats before reaching the
entryway at the bottom of the stairs, judging by how narrow it was. Every house in
the neighborhood followed the same plan, which made that feature even more of a
mystery. Elise, despite her efforts to avoid them, tilted every picture frame on the
way down.
Once she reached the bottom of the stairs, she struggled for a minute to
open the front door with everything she carried. It wasn’t until she set the bag
down that she could get it open. She had the feeling she dropped something, but
everything she needed was still in the bag. With a clear line of a sight, the cat
feathered past her frenetically, almost escaping Elise’s notice.
“Shit!” Elise exclaimed.
Leaving everything she dropped in the doorway, Elise pursued the cat as
vigorously as her gear allowed. Complicated by the snow that was nearly up to her
knees, she couldn’t run. Before too long, the cat would be invisible to her in the
still-dark sky. Too late—the decision was practically made for her, though she
wouldn’t have made it under better circumstances.
She retrieved her things from the house and loaded them in the back seat of
her car, with an unusual level of care. Another problem was something she could
not afford. Once they were in place, she clutched her keys before they could slip
from her gloved fingers. She assumed a ready and commanding presence—she was
in the driver’s seat now. Click.
“No,” Elise murmured.
Click. Click…Click.
“Dammit,” Elise said, louder now, “God fucking dammit!” The first shots in a
conflagration of curses.
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Click.
“No!” Elise shouted, while shaking the steering wheel aggressively, as if to
convey an important message. For all her effort, it would never get across. In
resignation, she rested her head against the steering wheel. Her vision of the
possible diminished—blind even to the common, weary figures of her imagination.
In this way, she couldn’t see or feel a thing.
Then, a short pulse—from her, but not her own. Elise found the source,
which pulsed again before it was unearthed. A little reminder of something she
overlooked: ONE MISSED CALL—MACK; a friend, one Elise hadn’t seen in a while.
Elise wondered what she called about, and at this standstill, and decided that
finding out couldn’t slow her down anyway.
“Hey!?” Mack, surprised.
“You called?” Elise said.
“I did?”
Elise said nothing, but her expression metamorphosed to confusion.
“Oh, sorry—butt dial,” Mack said.
Of course, Elise thought.
“Hello?” Mack said.
In reaction to the haphazard world, Elise could only laugh. The kind that can
only come out of frustration, with an increase in volume even to the laugh’s sustain.
“Everything okay?” Mack, confusion to concern.
“No!” Elise shouted, through dying laughter.
A silence followed, though both remained on the line with no intention to
leave.
“I could use some help,” Elise said, hesitantly.
*
Help came in the very image of a winter beater as it turned left on to
Minerva Drive. Old, battered, noisy, emitting too much smoke from the exhaust. Its
most noticeable characteristic, above all, was that it still managed to run. As it
pulled into her driveway, Elise saw it for what it really was, and felt a rush.
She approached the passenger seat door, which Mack then unlocked. In the
front passenger seat of her car was a bass guitar, out of its case but secured by the
seatbelt. Elise was thrown off by the picture, though she also found it strangely
moving.
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“Oh, you can just throw that in the back,” Mack said.
Elise couldn’t take that literally and carried the bass to the backseat with
extra care.
“Thanks again,” Elise said, with a mixture of guilt and relief, as she lowered
the instrument.
“Might as well be my job,” Mack said.
*
On the way over, Elise said little about what happened that morning. But a
change could be read across her face. Despite little to go on, her friend could see
this as well.
“For fuck’s sake, stop talking,” Mack said, with telegraphed sarcasm.
“Sorry,” Elise said.
Elise searched for something to break the awkward silence.
“So, how’s Roger?” Elise asked.
“His right eye popped out of his skull the other day,” Mack replied.
Elise shuddered.
“He’ll be fine, though!” Mack said.
Elise picked up a photo of the pug. She thought it probably couldn’t be
worse for the cat, wherever he was.
“So, what about you?” Mack asked, beyond nicety.
“I wouldn’t know where to start,” Elise said.
“I get it,” Mack said.
Elise’s expression was more than just that. As the silence returned, Mack
pulled out a cigarette from the center console, and lit it. Elise, who was staring out
the window, turned back.
“I know, I know,” Mack said, “I can put it out if you want.”
“Don’t worry about it,” Elise said.
Music played throughout the ride, but Elise didn’t notice until the start of
the song that was playing at that moment. It was a slow folk-rock song that Mack
brought to the foreground by raising the dial.
“I played on this track, you know. Recording it was a nightmare,” Mack said.
“I wouldn’t have guessed,” Elise said.
“Yeah, it doesn’t sound like it, I grant you,” Mack said, “But it was. After a
while, it’s easy to think there’s no point to it.”
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“Then?” Elise asked.
“I don’t know, it just, sort of, came together. When or how it did, I couldn’t
tell you, but I can say this, though: none of us felt it then.”
“Sounds right,” Elise, with a slight chuckle.
“Mhmmm.”
“All you have to do is ask,” from the speakers.
“Ugh,” Mack interjected, “I told him not to use that line.”
Elise did not appear to take notice of it. The melody had her attention and
was now committed to memory. First, she hummed it—before the next repetition,
a deep breath, followed by an open-throated rendition. Off by microtones, then
semitones, it nevertheless retained a musicality to it, hard to identify in formal
terms. A counterpoint of laughter.
“Please, please,” Mack said, words forced through that laughter, “stick to the
visual.”
Elise knew the message behind those words and nodded in the affirmative.
The images that seemed lost a few hours earlier were returned to her on the
commute over—images of the blank page, of the day ahead. She smiled and
gestured with her left hand, index and middle finger in an open V.
Surprised, Mack handed her the cigarette.
Elise took it, then cracked the window open. The inhalation sparked a small
meditation as the plumes released—that even poison, when shared, could be
turned into raw power. A little heat to counter the bracing air.
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Birdman
ERIC REICHARDT
Ceramic, 8”x6”x10”
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Cat and Mouse
BRIANNA HARKINS

We played a game
Of sharks and minnows.
Your curtains are filthy,
Stained nicotine yellow.
I stared at you, through
Age-cracked windows.
We played a game
Of sharks and minnows.
We played a game
Of hide and seek.
When I stepped inside,
You heard the boards creak.
You grabbed a knife,
But I just wanted a peek.
We played a game
Of hide and seek.
We played a game
Of cops and robbers.
You screamed, but I
Just sat on your rocker
Biding my time,
Like a good little stalker.
In this game
Of cops and robbers.
We played a game
Of cat and mouse.
I searched for you
All over the house.
You could not hide
As I snagged your blouse.
You lost the game
Of cat and mouse.
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Anxiety Monster
SOPHIA BOOTH
Micron pen on paper, 8.5”x11”
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Now I Lay Me Down to Sleep
BRIANNA HARKINS
We walk past the laundry hamper weighted with sand. It leers and snarls at
us. My mom takes my hand, “Shhh...” she smiles at me, finger wiggling on her lips.
“Just walk faster, that one is too lazy to do anything but sit there, fat and oozing.”
I trust her but hold my breath as we step by it. Its snarl curls into a fanged,
gum-revealing smile. It blinks both eyes at me, chuckling deep in its belly, shifting
the grains of sand all around, all amuck. “You shouldn’t,” it rasps at me.
Shouldn’t what? I wonder, but can’t ask as I am still holding my breath.
Mom takes me to the bathroom, asking me how my life is going, being a
mom. She sits on the edge of the tub. I stand by the blow dryer waiting to be hot
and electric. I lean against the counter and fold my arms, crossing my legs as an
afterthought.
“The birds are being extra loud today,” Mom says. “We’ll check on them in a
little bit.”
“I hate feeding them. The noises they make while eating mush and slap
around in my head all day. They make me sick, make by brain itch,” I say.
“That sounds a shame. I thought for sure you enjoyed the flight of it all. I’m
sorry this chore burdens you,” she says.
She jumps up and smiles at me, silently screaming between her teeth.
“Aren’t you going to run the water?” I say.
“Oh, no,” she cocks her head at me, the right corner of her mouth quivering.
Mom stands on the edge of the bathtub and dives face first into the bowl.
The sound of skin squeaking against porcelain is enough to make the
strongest stomach churn, the most basic bile squirm up into the throat. Her body
smacks around like a ball in a pinball machine, clanking and smacking at each
impact. She starts to slow, her body swaying back and forth a couple times, rolling
on her belly, squeaking and sticking. I can see her skin pull and suck and pop like
octopus tentacles against the tub. Pop pop pop. Squeeeaaaakkk.
Mom’s naked body finally stops moving for a moment, long enough for me
to uncross my arms and legs and continue staring in shock. I begin to boil a scream
until I see her start to push herself up, getting her feet under her she stands and
faces me. Her face is long gone, all that rubbing wiped it clean off. The smooth,
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dimpled skin in place is almost as emotive as her adorned one. Oh, dearest Mom,
you’re okay.
She beckons me to follow her down the hallway to the birds. I hold my
breath while passing the sand again. Still chuckling and sputtering itself. The birds
are indeed extra loud today, squawking and laughing. Feathers and bones snap
against the wired cages. They know Mom’s new face as well as the old one. We pull
out buckets of grubs and worms from the hallway closet where we let the food
fester. We feed handfuls to the black crow birds. They flap and caw in either
disgust or delight. I do not speak bird so I cannot tell the difference. If I did speak
bird, I’m sure I would agree either way. As long as they eat. If only they’d eat in
silence.
Mom continues down the cheaply wallpapered hallway, feeding the birds
along the way. Damned ungrateful things, birds, eyeing me covetously for my
human body and human teeth. I decide to open one of the cages. Let’s see how they
manage without their Mom-fed worms.
A mistake, I think. Now I’ll never have the chance to do it again.
They scream, those birds. Flapping and flapping, gnashing their non-teeth at
me. They fly towards the other cages and use their malformed talons to pick the
gates open. They free each other and pull my hair before flying down the hall,
swarming and screaming. Mom feels the commotion and turns our direction. She
flails her arms, trying to catch some of her beloved, wretched birds, but they are
too quick. They fly to the end of the hallway and up to the ceiling where they peck
and bite and tear at it until a hole starts to form.
There’s nothing Mom can do as the birds scrape through the hole they
made. I run to her, and catch her as she falls to her knees, her soul no longer
wanting to support her body. There’s nothing I can do to ease her grief. I opened
the first cage but the rest—they chose. I stroke her straw-colored hair; silvery
strands are starting to peek through. Her body quakes underneath mine, and I
quake with her. She knows; her face left her after all. Those birds don’t want to be
birds anymore, can’t you see?
I hear what can only be the sand. That oaf makes useless noise, rustling and
ricocheting off everything.
I hold my breath again.
He grins, “You shouldn’t.” As if I am a bird.
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H.C. Hatte
MADELEINE COKER
Graphite, watercolor, and ballpoint pen on paper, 9”x12”
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For Honor and Country
JUAN CARLOS SANCHEZ M.
Throughout time, man has sought to partake in enterprises perceived as
being greater than the self. Perhaps it is the nature of a limited existence that
nurtures within the individual a desire to involve himself with causes believed to
be of transcendent value, come what may. The romanticized virtue of laying oneself
down for honor and country is glimpsed at, from the other side of the coin, by poet
and soldier Wilfred Owen. His 1917 poem, “Dulce et Decorum Est” presents a bleak
picture of war that shows how the desire to intertwine one’s existence with what is
great and lasting may bring not honor, but rather suffering and the fading of one’s
humanity, while perpetuating a blind pursuit of misplaced glory.
Through similes, the poem immediately presents the reader with images
that seem to be in contradiction with the idea presented in the title, which means:
It is Sweet and Proper. The depiction of soldiers as being “Bent double, like old
beggars under sacks, / Knock-kneed, coughing like hags…” is not one of sweet
fulfillment but of withering burden (1-2). Perhaps the soldiers, just as the readers,
were led to expect something different. The men’s state is further described
through hyperbole, as “Men marched asleep… / All went lame; all blind” and were
“Drunk with fatigue…” (5-7). Thought and individuality seem to have been
abandoned; without reason, as in a dream, their march has no motive but that of
simply following. Describing them as blind may not be a simple reinforcement of
the idea that they do not know why they continue to march, but a separate and
symbolic look into their mentality; first being blinded by promises of glory, they
ultimately remain blind to the true purpose of what they are forced to endure.
These soldiers are not described as brave men or said to be furthering a great
cause. Readers are presented with fatigue instead of strength, sickness instead of
resilience, and lack of resolve instead of vision.
Differentiating itself from the first stanza, the second immediately projects a
sense of urgency through the use of diction. A warning pulls the reader into the
speaker’s situation vividly as someone yells: “Gas! Gas! Quick boys!—An ecstasy of
fumbling / Fitting the clumsy helmets just in time” (9-10). It’s the risk of horrid
death that awakens the soldiers from blankness and gives life to their movements.
The use of the word “ecstasy” may refer not to a feeling of excitement, but of
agitation, after which emotion wakes within the speaker as he begins to describe
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the scenes around him vividly. The speaker reflects on his surroundings: “But
someone still was yelling out and stumbling/ And floundering like a man in fire…”
making what may be an allusion to hell immediately after regaining individuality
(11-12, emphasis added). Following this, the speaker’s referral to the gas as a
“thick green light” seen “through misty panes” can symbolize the true nature of war
being revealed as the speaker becomes enlightened to the falseness behind the
words “Dulce et Decorum Est,” as if he had been able to see past a blinding
smokescreen (13). Furthering this new view of the true inhumane conditions of
war, the stanza’s last line—“As under a green sea, I saw him drowning”—finalizes
the description of an unnatural scene, as there is now reference to both fire and
drowning when speaking of the dying soldier (14).
In the two final stanzas, the speaker ultimately conveys a tone of remorse
for having believed in those words. Rest seems to bring him constant torment
rather than hope, as he states, “In all my dreams, before my helpless sight / He
plunges at me… drowning” (15-16). The speaker is haunted by the sight because it
is a constant reminder of the lie that he now helps perpetuate through participation in war. Now knowing the truth of war, the speaker’s thoughts are filled with
the wish that everyone would also awaken to its true nature, as he reflects, “If in
some smothering dreams you too could pace / [b]ehind the wagon… / …[and]
watch the white eyes writhing…” (17-19). This look into the speaker’s thoughts
also show him comparing his reality to a suffocating nightmare, one that he, at first,
thought would be sweet and fulfilling. The speaker’s continued thought, “His
hanging face, like a devil’s sick of sin,” is a comparison that alludes to the speaker’s
belief that even the devil feels shame towards, and is sick of, the war and the
falseness of those words (20). The line indicates that the conflict’s reality is so
horrid that even the devil, the accuser of man, has himself been worn-out. Going on
to describe the soldier’s wounds as, “…blood / Come gargling from… corrupted
lungs” and as, “… incurable sores on innocent tongues” implies that the soldier was
a young man, a victim (21-24). These realizations lead the speaker to address the
reader, and perhaps the society itself, that has enshrined this thought, with
melancholy as he says: “My friend, you would not tell with such high zest / To
children ardent for some desperate glory, / The old Lie: Dulce et decorum est / Pro
patria mori” (26-28). The speaker now believes the saying to be false, empty, ironic
words that push the innocent towards suffering and a perpetuation of that lie,
which he may be implying to be as old as war itself.
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The poem’s theme revolves around the consequences that can be brought
about by the belief that something will be exactly what it is stated to be. Even
before beginning the poem, the reader can come to expect a sweet account of
glories brought by something; however, it is immediately clear that it will be no
such thing. The title itself can be believed to summarize the entire poem, an empty
promise disguised until the end, as the poem’s final line completes the saying with
what translates into: To Die for One’s Country.
Work Cited
Owen, Wilfred. “Dulce et Decorum Est.” The Norton Introduction to Literature,
edited by Kelly J. Mays, portable 12th ed., W.W. Norton, 2017, p.627.
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Azure Shell
ERIC REICHARDT
Ceramic, 8”x6”x10”
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Azure Shell
ERIC REICHARDT
Ceramic, 8”x6”x10”
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O
YELLER CROME
JL Spradlin ft. Dave Hargis on bass and Don Johnson on percussion

O, Billy Graham said there'd be a high cost to low livin'
We just do the best that we can do with what we're given
There's a disco ball glowin', O, in the homeless shelter lobby
There's a tiny man waterin' the ivy growin' off the camera
There's a water wet lobster marchin' up and down my top sheet
It's wrinklier than the face, the domestic violence case, the pillow over
O-O-O-O

Camus said a sufferin' soul gets a flavor for misfortune
Everybody sayin', "Hip-hip-hooray, congratulations!"
You do the math, when your arm’s not long enough to reach the window
You can get back in your bed, navigate your head back up the backflo-ow
O-O
Billy Graham said there'd be a high cost to low livin'
We just do the best that we can do with what we're given
You can feel the thunder train comin' on down the line
Feel the heat of the fire, and it's singein' your behind
Don't get no more realer than real life, baby
There's a mosquito buzzin', O, in this dirty two-man camp tent
Man beside me's givin' off a smell, I think he's prayin' to the devil
There's a carny barker right outside garglin' wet water and dew drops
Afghanistan vet with a golf cart and a bullhorn screamin', "The cops are here"
They're here O-O-O-O
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Billy Graham said there'd be a high cost to low livin'
We just do the best that we can do with what we're given
You can feel the thunder train comin' on down the line
Feel the heat of the fire, and it's singein' your behind
Don't get no more realer than real life, baby

Use a QR code scanner app to hear
the song at www.southscript.org.
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Addiction
APRIL NICOLAIDES
Sterling silver, brass, bronze, black opal, black onyx, 3.625”x1.375”x.75”
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Teeth of Desire
VAN POE
“Who are you?” a man asked Winona Dunn as she tried to open the goldplated door handle to apartment number 305.
“I’m… one of Poppy’s friends. She’s been pretty worried about her cat today
and asked me to check in on him,” she lied.
Poppy had visited Sun City Dental every six months for the past three years.
Every six months, Winona got to clean the teeth of the most amazing person she’d
ever met. It was her stories and smile that got Winona hooked.
“Oh, let me know if he’s okay. Mr. Munchkins is a sweet boy,” he replied.
Winona examined this man wearing his blue pajamas. She would know if he
told. The fluorescent lighting of the hallway lit up his face, the grease reflecting it,
making him shine. He returned to his apartment.
This building was one of the nicest buildings Winona had been in, aside
from the dentist’s office. She thought about Poppy and her lips. She thought about
Poppy’s teeth and patted the small bag of teeth shavings in her pocket. She then
pulled out the lockpicking set from her jacket and began the process of unlocking
Poppy Wyatt’s door. She moved each piece carefully, her hands used to the delicate
work. After a moment of moving the tools to fit and move the teeth of the lock, the
door opened.
As she stepped inside, Mr. Munchkins ran to her to rub against her legs. He
purred and meowed at her. She gave him a pat and looked around the apartment.
The apartment was small. The living room had a large window with a
decent view of the city. Poppy had a medium-sized red sofa with throw pillows
about love and life. Her bookshelves, made of oak, contained few books, but they
were books Winona recognized. The TV in the room was large and set on a glass
table embellished with gold. She could barely contain her excitement as she
wandered Poppy’s living room. She was like a vulture discovering its next meal.
The bedroom was the smallest of them all, but the most decorated. Pictures
of Poppy and someone Winona did not recognize covered all the walls. There was a
vanity with bottles of top brands of perfume. She lifted one, Bond No. 9 New Bond
St. Perfume Amorpha, to smell it, to smell Poppy. She sprayed her own wrists with
it and set it back down to lift another, Chanel N°5 Limited Edition Grand Extrait.
After examining it for a moment, she spritzed some into her bag of Poppy’s teeth
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shavings, then set it back down on the vanity. She looked at the bed. It had an aqua
comforter with hummingbirds embroidered into it. She laid down and smelled the
pillows. They smelled like Poppy’s shampoo. She thought about the last
conversation they had.
“So, you like to dance, Winona?”
She did. She wanted to dance with Poppy, but she could never voice that.
“I danced with Jake Gyllenhaal once, can you believe that?”
She could. Poppy could dance Winona’s soul away.
“You’re really sweet, Winona.”
She missed her. She missed having the excuse to touch her lips, to be near
her. Every six months wasn’t frequent enough. She thought about ways she could
make Poppy come in more regularly. Maybe if she lied about the state of her teeth.
She had cavities, or she wasn’t brushing enough, she needed to come every three
months instead. Winona could get fired for that, though…
Winona lifted herself off Poppy’s bed and smoothed out the wrinkles she
made. She went to her closet to peek inside and discovered that Poppy’s wardrobe
is mostly red. Red dresses, red skirts, red jeans, and red-bottom shoes. She closed
the doors and left the room.
She wandered into the kitchen as she thought about the first time they met.
It was a Tuesday, in the afternoon. Poppy came into the dentist’s office for the first
time; she just moved to Sun City. She was wearing a red bodycon dress with
embroidered lace on the edges. Winona remembered. She smelled like myrrh the
first time. She had a cheerful attitude and her smile…
Winona looked in her fridge to see what type of food she ate. Her teeth were
so perfect. Inside the fridge was La Croix, different types of cheeses, wine, caviar,
and an exorbitant amount of peanut butter.
Poppy’s peanut butter. Winona thought about how pristine Poppy’s teeth
were. She imagined what it felt like to feel peanut butter inside Poppy’s mouth and
opened one of the jars. She dipped her finger into it and spread it all over the roof
of her mouth and over her teeth and licked it, thinking of Poppy’s mouth and
Poppy’s teeth. It felt too good. It felt surreal. She grabbed a jar to take home in
addition to the one she was holding.
Then, Winona heard the front door open as Poppy and a man came inside.
She hid below the cabinets and listened.
“Jesus fucking Christ, Daniel, how many times do I have to tell you? I’m not
fucking around anymore. I’m done, okay? I’m tired of being with you. I’m tired of
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your shit. You have 15 minutes to pack what little you have here, then you need to
get out,” she yelled at the man as she stormed to her bedroom, pointing into it.
“You know what, Poppy? Fine. I’ll go. You don’t deserve me anyways,”
Daniel responded, heading to Poppy’s room with a bag.
“Well you damn sure don’t deserve me, asshole,” she responded and threw a
shoe at his feet.
Poppy started taking all the photos down. She was done with him. She
wanted it to be over. Daniel continued to pack his bags. He was forceful with his
clothes and cigars as he shoved them into his bag.
Winona didn’t know how to handle this. Who was this Poppy? This was not
who she knew or remembered. This was not who she wanted. She would not see
the outcome of this altercation. Slowly, as Daniel packed and Poppy watched, she
snuck out the front door, making sure neither of them noticed.
She walked down the hall of the apartment building, reflecting. Winona
loved her. She always would. She fidgeted with the bag of teeth shavings in her
pocket, reminded of their new scent. She could have Poppy with her forever.
Four months later, Poppy came for her next appointment. Winona knew she
would. She was punctual, of course.
“Good afternoon, Ms. Poppyseed,” she said. It was her usual greeting for
Poppy.
Winona held the bag of teeth shavings in her pocket. She always would. She
would add full teeth if she could, but Poppy would most likely stay young forever.
She would think about Poppy everyday with that bag in her pocket. She would die
with that bag in her pocket.
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Copper wire and agate, 3”x6”x2”
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Night Mare
GLORY
You chase me throughout the night and swallow every crevice of my contentment
in solitude and choke out all restfulness.
You gallop after me,
Your mane thick and matted covering up peaceful simple thoughts like a dark cloud
covers the night sky’s brightest stars.
Night mare,
You were once so insignificant.
I outran you.
I survived you.
But now you have returned,
Ready to crush my skull with your hoofs and rip out my hair with your teeth.
You have invaded even my wide awake thoughts.
The unknowing fear that reality and dreams are blurred makes me weak.
Night mare,
What did I do to you to make you want to kill me?
And like this?
With these images and memories I have tried so long to forget.
If I could I’d cut your head off and stand on your heavy muscled body and cry tears
of exhausted joy.
But you came under the cover of darkness and I know now I can never hurt you.
I can only outlast you.
But.
I don’t think I can.
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Dying Light
SYDNEY MARTIN
Digital art
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A Hollowed Husk
JONATHAN PERRIELLO
Sharp, scuffling, snaps of boots on wet stone echoed through the black
alleyway, accompanied only by labored breathing and insurmountable terror. His
stomach bottomed out, abandoning him as Fear’s gaping chasm of anxious dread
swallowed him. The Dark pursued him. Still panting, he stopped, back pressed
against one of the stone structures lining the alley. He fixed his eyes on its
entrance, filleting the buildings’ edges with his gaze. Waiting. Waiting for
something…it, to creep past the precipice, to round the corner and make prey of
him.
Sheathed in the black of night, he watched. Dim moonlight reflecting off
the watery street, at the alley’s entrance, the only break in the enveloping dark.
Silent, he stood, unmoving, unblinking, disallowing even the solace of breath. The
moon’s glow began to wane. The night’s dark, the absence of light he feared not.
Yes, indeed, in this moment he scorned light and its lack of discretion. For it was
the Dark that moves of its own accord that petrified him. The Dark that searches.
The air was still, warm and dense with heavy musk. Had it always smelled
so foul? He stifled his trembling bones, chilled by a cold sweat. He dared not
move. His eyes unwavering. Where was it? How long had it been watching?
Anticipation crept up from the chasm in his gut, cinching its grip on his throat.
The stillness of his world unnerved him, painting him as lamb for slaughter. Had
it ceased its search? As a glimmer of hope began to dispel his fear, the moon’s
light was siphoned, its reflection turning black. All hope wrenched; his eyes
darted skyward searching for an explanation.
It was clear, cloudless, cradling the moon, and yet absent of light. The
floodgates of Fear’s chasm unleashed, drowning him. He stood in the void of
night, every muscle tense with horror, staring at the vanished light, the air’s foul
stench now overwhelming. Then a blackness, dark against even this night’s abyss,
began to ooze along the stone buildings encompassing the alley. Otherworldly,
thick and bubbling it slithered along the walls in constant states of change. It was
neither solid, liquid, nor steam, and yet it was all of those at once. It moved
toward him, a swirling void of death and horror never resting in one state long
enough to be discerned. Its transient nature was hypnotizing, engulfing him in its
alien abyss.
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Fear’s chasm snatched him; his trance was broken like when falling in a
dream. His legs found their strength and he bolted, fleeing from the Dark down the
alleyway. Heaving, he scrambled down the passageway, splashes of water trailing
him as he absconded for his life. He reached the end of the alley and turned left
down another passage that looked vaguely familiar. Moving with the haste of
survival, he pressed on. As he rounded a second corner, his feet betrayed him,
slipping, flesh peeled back by stone. He scrambled, scurrying back to a running
stride without hesitation, unfettered, unwilling to look back at what hunted him.
Keep moving. Another turn. Don’t stop. Another turn. This one also looked eerily
similar, but the shroud of night is misleading. Don’t stop. Another turn. Where am I?
What is this maze? Another. How long have I been running? He again made a left
then halted abruptly, the alley was identical, of this he was certain. His heart sank. I
have failed.
The illusion dispelled into black mist, revealing the truth. The Dark had
engulfed him. He had never moved. It ensnared him the moment he set eye upon it.
It was but twisted tricks. Defenseless, he wept. It was over. A shadow of abyss
coalesced in human figure, it met his eye a gaping void of malice and black, it
whispered, “Now see the world as I do.”
His world turned dark.
Black fog hijacked his breath choking him. Thick droplets of Dark ooze
absorbed in his skin, replacing his blood. Shards like blades made of night pierced
him, each state of Dark infiltrating in its own malicious manner. His body writhed
and contorted in agony. The pulsating veins of his contracted muscles blackened as
the Dark clawed upward to claim him. And claim him it did. He found himself
without form, in a sea of endless black independent of time or place. He felt nothing
but death. Death for all. He felt the pain, the decay, the rot, the sorrow, and
destruction of all things that were or will be. All things that held spiritual nature,
the life essence that exists in things that are were victims of his existence. He
became death and despair of all, feeling their torment, burdened by screams that
gnawed and scratched. He was trapped, forever petrified in the space that
consciousness flees upon death’s arrival, stretched for eternity, to be tortured by
his mind. Though outside his body stood motionless. His eyes usurped by two black
swirling voids. Unmoving. Unchanging. A permanently fixed statue of flesh. No
force of any renown could alter his state. There he stood, a hollowed husk, basking
in moonlight.
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A century later
Siv strolled with pocketed hands through the pleasant pedestrian traffic, the
sun warm on his neck, his dark hair, linen shirt and trousers lapping in the breeze.
He made his way down the cobblestone maze of streets and buildings, toward the
market at town’s center, beginning to toss a copper pence out of habit, as the
cluttered clamor of city life bellowed, commerce unfurling. Life was simple and
quaint in this small city of merchants and tradesmen, much as he preferred. Siv
was the smith’s prentice and desired little more than mastering his craft, so a city
lacking the unexpected suited him rightly. As he reached the broad enveloping
circle of market’s center, he made his way through the hagglers and tradesmen’s
kiosks in search of the charcoal burners. Andren was having him fetch more for the
forge, as they had run low.
At least I can escape its blasted heat for a moment, he thought, as the breeze
cooled his face. He snagged an apple off the fruitman’s cart, biting it with a crunch
as he admired the come and go of the townsfolk.
While relishing his snack and another refreshing breeze, he made his way
toward his mark, when suddenly he was halted by a sound like that of wind imitating voice, soft as a whisper yet distinct amongst the clamor: “Ssssivvvss.”
The sound sent chills up his spine. He would have thought it the whistling of
Mother Nature if not for this unwarranted yet overwhelming sense of dread. He
brushed it aside. Must be the fumes, he reasoned, and continued with his task.
Again, whispers in the wind, unmistakable, soft, sinister, slithering in his ear
seducing its attention. No one around him reacted.
“What the devil?” Siv exclaimed.
“Sssivvvss,” it beckoned.
Full of fear and apprehension, he wished to think no more of it, yet he felt
compelled to find its source, ensnared by its nefarious allure. The wind whispered
thrice, and Siv felt a tug like a thread through his chest pulled taut, luring him into
an alleyway at the rim of the market. The sound of the townsfolk faded as the
strange voice led him down a dense maze of passageways. He followed with trepidation, wishing to retreat with every step, the chasm of fear alive and swirling.
Though retreat he did not, beckoned by serpents in the wind. Where is it taking me?
He continued down the seemingly endless alleys, the air growing thick and foul.
Were these passages always here?
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The whispers ceased as he approached a dead end of the worn stone alley,
housing nothing but a statue of about seven feet, encompassed by three walls. It
was not intricately carved and harbored severe erosion; however, it gave the
impression of a weeping woman robed, collapsed to her knees. If he squinted, it
reminded Siv of the goddess Veda. He approached cautiously, studying her woeful
expression. “The Night…” it said.
Siv leapt back, heart racing from shock. It spoke, though the voice emanated
not from it but within it. Siv continued with a trembling approach and pressed his
ear against the cold feet of the stone mother. Like the ocean in a shell a hollow
voice answered, “The Dark too thick…seeping with death…stresses the seams…
Silence…births thoughts…too heavy…oh…thoughts…dark as the night that unearths
them…they scratch…they…quarrel…rrrggh…they, rattle…inside…stresses the
seams…oh…gasp…Ahh…Light…sweet, precious Light. Let thy illustrious brilliance
perforate voices beckoned by the Dark…h-humbly…I bask in the purity of this
illustrious façade! Light…oh…warmth…soothes…the seams…my…seams…help…
Siv.”
Horrified, Siv yelled, stumbled over weak knees, and fell back in panic. He
scrambled to standing and ran back through the maze of alleys toward the market,
scurrying in terror around corners. As the familiar sounds of his townsfolk greeted
him, two thick gnarled hands seized him pulling him into an alcove. “Provoking the
statue of whispers, are we?” said his captor, a grizzled voice cloaked in shadow.
“No sir, sorry,” Siv exclaimed. “I thought I heard something.”
“Best leave that statue alone boy,” he snarled. “Tis the markings of a grave
tragedy.”
“Yes, sir,” Siv complied.
The man released him, shoving him out of the alcove towards the bustling
street, “Be gone with you then.”
As Siv stumbled his way toward the crowd, he turned looking back to the
shadows and stammered, “What tragedy?”
The shadows said only thus: “Tis one of the unchanging man…a hollowed
husk, with eyes of black.”
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Twisted Youth
SYDNEY MARTIN
Oil on canvas, 8.5”x11”
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All My Tears
BRIANNA HARKINS
“Sad tears release toxins,” Leslie said. “Like they literally have toxins in
them. That’s why your cheeks sting after crying—all those toxic tears.”
“Um, okay? Why do you know this?” I said.
She shrugged, shifting her bag over a couple inches on her shoulder. “Saw
an article about it on my timeline. Some photographer, I think her name’s Fisher,
even photographed dried tears from different causes and the results all looked
different. Like, structurally grief tears look different from happy tears which look
different from tears from cutting onions. Onion tears looked the freakiest to me,
but I don’t think they release as many toxins as sad tears do.” Leslie popped her
gum. Pink.
“So, crying literally helps your body get rid of toxic stuff?” I said.
“Precisely.” She smiled, gum peeking between her teeth.
“That kind of makes me feel better in a way. Knowing my body has the
power to do that even when I’m bummed out. Self-regulation and what not I guess,”
I said.
“I knew you’d like my little ounce of wisdom, Curls.” She smacked my
backpack and pulled my head to kiss my temple. “Stay cheesy, I’ll text you later!”
My best friend calls me “Curls,” not because I have curls, my hair is sadly
flat, but because I used to call mac-and-cheese “cheesy-curls.” I am Curls now and
she reminds me I’m cheesy every day.
Leslie walked to her suburban home—err—skipped is more accurate. I
watched her for a second, her boots smacking the pavement made a clip-clop
sound. Her mom must have put a new plant on the porch because Leslie patted it
before walking inside the house. Now I’m left to walk another block home. I hate
this part. Leslie distracts me from thinking and as soon as she leaves, I start
thinking. Remembering. All the things.
After brushing my teeth—always with a blue-handled toothbrush I couldn’t
tell you why—and washing my face—always followed by moisturizer—I go to my
room, turning my fan on high before wriggling into bed. I say “wriggle” because I
must look like a little worm trying to get under all my blankets and squeezing my
knee pillow below with me. Gotta have that knee pillow. I giggle at the thought of a
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worm wearing a tiny toboggin and scarf wriggling his wormy way into a single
snow boot.
Chirp. Chirp.
I check my phone and Leslie has sent me a video of a raccoon trying to scale
a ledge but is too fat to move an inch. I send her back three laugh-crying emojis
even though I’m only silently chuckling to myself. She sends back a kissy face emoji,
her way of saying, “Goodnight, best bitch.”
I lie in bed a while, trying to read a book my mom gave me about dealing
with grief. I’ve taken my meds that never seem to kick in when they’re supposed to.
I feel empty. Just some pills floating around in my belly to keep me company. But
that’s not right, they’ve dissolved and moved their merry way into my bloodstream
by now. So I really am empty.
I feel the tears start to burn behind my eyes. It’s the toxins scratching their
way out. A few singles slide their way down my face, pushing the moisturizer out of
their way, leaving stinging streaks in their wake. I’m awake. More tears start to tip
over, bordering on eruption. My chest feels heavy, pulling back in prep to pound.
I sob. It’s a quiet sobbing, the kind you make when you don’t want anyone to
know but if someone were standing at your door, listening, they could hear you.
The kind that sounds like an old door creaking. The kind that makes you cough to
keep quiet.
I focus on releasing toxins from my body. My face really stings now, the cold
air from my fan slapping my skin is not helping. I cover my head with my blankets
to escape the streaking cold. My body curls into itself, hand going to breast to check
on my heart. Yep, still there, beating slightly faster than normal. But my mind tells
me my hand is a liar, my heart is not there. That’s why I’m always crying. My heart
is gone, or at the very least so in pieces all hope of mending it is nil. My body
recognizes loss before my mind does, and my mind drags, following my body’s
lead.
My body heaves. I focus on the toxins.
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Hollow Rock
ALEXIS HENRY
There are leaders that have flaws, but they empower those who have been
oppressed for long. Activists like Huey P. Newton, Malcolm X, and more prove this
to be true. They inspired the unlikely few to rise up against persecution. Even
though leaders can do extraordinary things, they’re still human which means their
strength can be brittle. “Hard Rock Returns to Prison from the Hospital for
Criminal Insane” by Etheridge Knight shows how a black inmate, Hard Rock,
became a symbol of hope and protection among inmates, and how his ultimate
destruction instilled even more fear into them.
In the beginning of the poem, Knight introduces readers to Hard Rock’s
appearance and establishes his reputation. The speaker sets an intense, but
energetic tone in the first two lines: “Hard Rock was known not to take no [s-t]
from nobody, and he had the scars to prove it” (1-2). In prison, inmates are
constantly in fear of their lives. Hard Rock counteracts fear by fighting back against
authority, and the speaker feels rejuvenated because of him. However, Hard Rock’s
reputation comes at a cost. His appearance is grueling compared to his fiery
energy. Knight uses violent imagery, “split purple lips/ lumped ears/ welts above
His yellow eyes/and one long scar that cut across his temple”, for the audience to
imagine the abuse Hard Rock has endured to get that reputation (3-5). Despite all
his injuries, he is still alive which adds to the speaker’s respect for Hard Rock. His
name, “Hard Rock,” is another layer of admiration from the speaker. He is the
personification of a hard rock because he is strong enough to withstand extreme
violence and live. Hard Rock gives the speaker the will to survive in this dangerous
setting. However, he perceived as a threat to the system.
In the middle of the poem, Knight horrifically illustrates the mental
corruption that Hard Rock endures and the inmates’ anticipation of his condition
once he is brought back to prison. The doctors enforce extreme abuse onto Hard
Rock. They “bored a hole in his head” (2). Not only did the doctors do this, they also
“Cut out part of his brain and shot electricity through the rest” (9-10). It is ironic
that Hard Rock went to this mental asylum for the criminally insane when the
doctors’ practices are just as criminally insane as they deem him to be. The imagery
of Hard Rock being corrupted for fighting to survive reveals how far the higher ups
were willing to break him. In addition, the use of the n-word reflects a time where
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racism was at its zenith. The speaker states, “The WORD was that Hard Rock wasn’t
a mean [n---] anymore” (7). The negative connotation of the n-word makes the
reader pay attention to discrimination against Hard Rock. The use of diction and
imagery shows how the callousness of power dehumanizes Hard Rock. Once he
was brought back, the speaker says he was “handcuffed and chained [then] turned
loose, like a freshly gelded stallion, to try his new status” (11-12). The simile “like a
freshly gelded stallion” emphasizes how Hard Rock was stripped of his humanity
(11). In addition to this, the authorities wanted to “try his new status.” The use of
the word “try” in this context reveals to readers that they considered him a lab rat.
It adds a feeling of malice and mockery towards him. This exposes readers to the
tension between inmate and authority. In other words, they deconstructed him to
the level of what they view him to be: an animal inferior to their power.
In contrast, the speaker and the other inmates view him as a hero. They
“wrapped [them]selves in the cloak of his exploits” (15). By reminding themselves
of Hard Rock’s past actions, they are concealing their fear of his true condition,
hence “the cloak.” They “all waited and watched/ To see if the WORD was true” (13
-14). Despite all of what Hard Rock has been exposed to, the speaker is anxious to
see Hard Rock. He likely inspired these inmates to revolt against any official that
treats them like an animal. If it weren’t for him, the inmates wouldn’t have any
hope left. They would’ve given up because they would’ve felt there was no way out.
Hard Rock gave them an out: an act of rebellion against a system designed to make
them feel less than human. Because of this, the inmates see him as a warrior.
Toward the end of the poem, Knight emphasizes the inmates’ sadness and
hopelessness after they experience the change in Hard Rock’s demeanor and
behavior. The anticipatory tone shifts to a depressing one. When he returns to
prison, the inmates finally see that Hard Rock is broken. This is revealed to them
when “a screw who knew Hard Rock/ barked in his face and Hard Rock did
nothing. Just grinned and looked silly, his eyes empty like knot holes in a fence” (27
-28). Even though they tried to convince themselves that he was okay, they couldn’t
do it anymore. They “turned away, [their] eyes on the ground, Crushed” (33). The
speaker referred to Hard Rock as their “Destroyer, the doer of things we dreamed
of doing but could not bring ourselves to do” (34-35). This shows how Hard Rock
taught them how to fight for their survival. Now, he has corrupted to point where
he can’t fight back anymore. Their devastation is evident in the next line, “the fears
of years, like a biting whip, had cut grooves too deeply across our backs” (36-37).
The allusion to slavery foreshadows their torture from now on. By making an
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example out of him, there is more tension between them and the guards. In line 36,
“The fears of years” implies the inherited legacy of slavery. This system abused any
black man that threatened a white man’s power. It is a punishment that has been
repeated throughout history and left an inevitable mark in the black community. If
these inmates followed his example, it will only add abuse and time to their
sentence. Thus, this violent cycle of oppression continues.
This poem impactfully shows how one inmate’s actions provided a sense of
protection in the hearts of many inmates, but they lost all hope once his “fire” was
extinguished. It is imperative to acknowledge the injustice of black men. Black men
have targets of institutional abuse for years. Even today, police brutality continues
to affect the black community. Thankfully, there have been movements to counter
this injustice and encouraged others to join in the fight. Knight demonstrates the
abuse in institutions of power through this character and expresses the importance
of hope during the bleakest of circumstances.
Work Cited
Knight, Etheridge. “Hard Rock Returns to Prison from the Hospital for Criminal
Insane.” The Norton Introduction to Literature, edited by Kelly J. Mays,
portable 12th ed., W.W. Norton, 2017, pp. 720-21.
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Flyer than Me
TY MATHEWS
I always wondered if butterflies sleep at night
I lay still and listen for any signs of life
Faint breaths or movement in the sheets
Anything that lets me know that someone’s here with me
I hope they know how much their wings are admired
When the sun is out I pray for peace and quiet
So much so that I hide in closets
You think butterflies can hide in peace?
Blended in with flowers, praying not to be seen

Can your wings take you hours without rest?
I can’t go hours without tears on my chest
Crying is easy, so I smile with strain
When you scratch your wing, do you show pain?
I run
You fly
My footsteps are slow
You glide and dive
I could be you if I turned off the lights
Cause butterflies do not fly at night
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